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Cassette Offer:
There is a large number of musical examples in this issue,

in written music form, tablature, diagrams, and descriptive

form. If you’d like to hear these examples, along with additional

explanation and examples, please send $8.00 (U.S. and Canada,

$10.00 other countries) to:

Cassette No. 1

Harmonica Information Press

203 14th Avenue

San Francisco CA 94118-1007

USA.

There will be a cassette for each issue, so please state which

cassette you want.
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Catch of the Day

The Auto Valve Harp

It comes in a royal purple box that shows billowing red plush curtains, parted to reveal a

majestic bank of towering organ pipes. This is Hohner’s Auto Valve Harp (Model 105/40). The

brochure proclaims, “Full concert, greater volume.”

So what’s it good for?

Open the box. No organ pipes. It looks like a jumbo Marine Band. It has ten holes, but

when you look at the mouthpiece, there are two rows of holes, one on top of the other.

The Auto Valve is an Octave Tuned harmonica. The top row of holes contains one complete

diatonic harmonica on a single reedplate. The bottom row contains another complete instru-

ment in the same key, but tuned an octave higher.

Ah hah. Are the little grey cells beginning to stir? What can we do with this?

The top cover says “Greater volume of tone - Patented in

all countries.” The top and bottom holes are wide and shal-

low. They are meant to be played together as a single hole.

The lower-pitched note gives body and fullness of tone, the

higher-pitched note gives brightness and clarity.

Is that all? Not when we get through with it . . . .

First off, you can play credible blues on this instrument

straight out of the box. Check out a cut called “Crawlin’

Kingsnake” on the album “They Call Me Muddy Waters.” Big

Walter Horton is on harmonica, playing an Auto Valve. He’s

getting that full Auto Valve tone, and he’s not bending any

notes. Interesting sound.

Not bending notes - why? Two reasons. First, you have to single out one of those shallow

little holes, so you’re only playing one reed. This takes some practice. Second, the reeds have

windsavers, those little plastic overcoats that prevent the wind for the draw reeds from leaking

out through the blow reeds and vice versa.

The problem with windsavers is that they prevent you from bending notes in that bluesy

way. If you’re ready to void the warranty on your Auto Valve, and forever renounce the comfort

and approval of Hohner, Inc., you can pull off all the windsavers, which are just glued on.

There, that’s better. Live dangerously and play the blues. Now the fun begins.

I said earlier you have two complete harmonicas. Each one has a three octave range. But

they’re tuned an octave apart. That means you have a combined range of four octaves.

You can play the two harps separately, then, for contrast, go for the “full band” sound, sort

of like a horn section joining in.

You can even bend notes while playing in “full band” mode - just momentarily single out

the low-pitched harp, bend the note, then go back to full band. This works fine if the bent note

is in the middle of a run.

You can also play rolling octaves, by playing any note and rolling the front of the harp up

and down, to alternate rapidly between the top and bottom notes.

Recently, you may have heard about Hohner’s new SBS tuning harmonicas. They take a

10-hole tuning, and add three holes with extra low range, tuned just like Holes 1, 2, and 3.

This gives you all the bending advantages of the first four holes, but extended through two oc-

taves.

The Auto Valve gives you that same lower-octave advantage, but you have to jump around

a little more - it doesn’t move in a straight line like it does on the SBS. But it gives you other

advantages the SBS doesn’t. It gives you the “full band” octave sound when you want it. It

gives you extra choices in two additional octaves (more about that in a minute), and it comes in

more keys - D, E, F, G, A, Bb, and C (the SBS doesn’t come in E or Bb).

The D, E, and F have the special low-pitched version for the low harp, and the regular Ma-

TOP ROW
(lower octave)

BOTTOM ROW
(higher octave)

top and bot-
tom holes
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Blues Pioneers

De Ford Bailey

DeFord Bailey is a name seldom heard nowadays. Funny,
because he taught the great Sonny Terry, and he was was
the first African American to be featured on the Grand Ole
Opry country music revue.

Nowadays, we tend to think of blues harp as a well-de-

fined style, or group of styles, centering around something

called the blues, a music style with defined features that we

can easily rattle off - a twelve bar structure, lots of seventh

chords, the use of “blue notes,”

etc.

But at the dawn of this cen-

tury, American music was much

harder to categorize. It was a col-

orful hodgepodge of regional

styles, unique to the people who

lived in each of thousands of

mostly rural communities. It

seemed that the diversity of

styles matched the fertility of the

land. Only gradually did these

musical dialects begin to coalesce

into the popular categories we

know today, of country, blues,

rock, jazz, and so on.

Two forces converged to

start this process. The first, be-

ginning in the 19th century, was

the advent of railroads, which

made travel relatively safe and

easy. Men hopped freight trains

purely for adventure’s sake, just

to see the world. They also heard

the music being played in other

places; styles began to mix. Hun-

dreds of new styles might have

emerged, had it not been for the second force, the recording

industry, which, from the very beginning, created arbitrary

distinctions for the purpose of mass marketing.

When record companies started recording indigenous

American music, they invented several stylistic categories,

and stuck to them rigidly - Western music for cowboys,

“Race” records for southern blacks, Jazz for northern and

midwestern blacks, and so on. Many companies also tended

to promote the development of a unique stylistic twist that

identified the records coming from that company - the “Blue-

bird Beat” for blues records coming from the Bluebird label,

for instance. In these ways, record companies targeted large,

broadly defined population segments. Members of those tar-

get groups, in turn, found it easy to identify, and therefore

choose, the products intended for them. This was smart mar-

keting, but it tended to stifle musical creativity.

It’s interesting to listen to the records made in the late

1920’s by Jimmie Rodgers, considered to

be the father of country music. For many

years now, country has been thought of

as having very strict traditions of style

and instrumentation - fiddle, steel gui-

tar, and so on, which are used in specific

ways. Yet on Rodgers’ records, tropi-

cal-sounding Hawaiian guitar is heard

(unlike today’s steel guitar stereotypes),

and Rodgers yodels, but in an unearthly

way that belies the Swiss origin of this

practice. Both these usages, common

now, were new and exotic in those days.

But some of the other features of

these early recordings sound strangely

out of place to us now. Many of these re-

cords are blues, and some are accompa-

nied by jazz bands, with a dixieland

lineup of lead trumpet, embroidering

clarinet, and tailgating trombone! Later,

however, wind instruments were elimi-

nated from the mix. Fiddles, guitars,

and steel guitar (all of them present,

among others, on Rodgers’ records) be-

came the stereotyped “country” instru-

ments.

Against this crazy-quilt backdrop of

stylistic cross-pollination, it’s not so strange that a black har-

monica player could be featured in a white entertainment

program. Black people were a part of everyday life in the

south, and blacks and whites borrowed from each other mu-

sically all the time - music may have been their friendliest

meeting ground. Besides, this was before civil rights, and a

black man could be made a “mascot,” which is what hap-

pened to Bailey.

DeFord Bailey was born in 1899 or 1900, to farming

folks in Carthage County, Tennessee. Unable to do farm la-

bor due to childhood polio, as a young man he became an

itinerant musician, leaving his home to play on the streets of

Nashville, over sixty miles away. (He must have ranged
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Reviews

Toots Thielemans
COMPACT JAZZ - Verve 845 592-4:
A Volta; Dirty Old Man; Bluesette; I Do It For

Your Love; Big Bossa; Lullaby; Tenor

Madness; Bye Bye Blackbird; Old Friend;

Quarte’s Fever; Footprints; Sultry Serenade.
Personnel: Various groups

This reissue, the latest in Verve’s
Compact Jazz series, is a tasty
cross-section of Toots’ European
recordings from 1969 to 1989.

The Compact Jazz series, in
general, is a convenient and inexpensive
way to sample the work of various jazz
artists, giving a good-quality
cross-sample of their output over several
years. Recently, while traveling, I had the
delight of discovering Clifford Brown and
Cannonball Adderly through Compact
Jazz cassettes picked up in a suburban
mall. Also, Verve is coming out with
all-blues editions in this series - Charlie
Parker and
guitarist Wes
Montgomery
both have
all-blues
Compact Jazz
releases out now.
This is a good way for
blues harpists to bend their ears to
the jazz flavors of blues.

The Toots offering opens, rather
unusually, with a ballad, “A Volta”, from
his album with Brazilian singer Elis
Regina (Toots and Elis, on Phillips,
currently in print on CD, and definitely
worthwhile). This is nice, but I’d have
preferred the sassy “Wave” or the warm,
intoxicating “Barquinho” from that
session.

The collection continues with several
cuts from his mid-1970’s live albums on
Polydor, recorded in Holland, most of
them featuring Rob Franken on piano
and Niels-Henning Orsted Pedersen on
bass. “Dirty Old Man” may leave you
wondering why the audience is laughing -
it’s Toots mugging his way through the
half-unspoken lyrics, which,
half-unwritten, are, “Kiss my a—/Suck my
d—-/You motherf——- you.” This from a
sweet, charming, slightly old-fashioned
European gent! The inspiration came
from trying to see if he could take the
most common graffiti he saw in America
and incorporate it into a song. The result
is this pretty little guitar tune(!).

Bluesette is from the same set,
performed here on guitar (by the way,
Toots has recorded Bluesette on
harmonica at least three times - check
out the Quiet Evenings/Slow Motion
session, and the Phillip Catherine
session - two very different versions.
Also, his solo on Cleo Laine’s version on
her Jazz album, for which he received a
Grammy nomination this year).

“I Do It For Your Love” gives a
different reading from the more famous
recordings with Bill Evans and Paul
Simon. It lacks the almost magical
interplay with Evans, but is a worthwhile
version nonetheless. Nobody can play a
ballad like Toots. His hero, Charlie
Parker, said “Jazz is just playing clean
and looking for the pretty notes.” Toots
took Bird at his word.

To hardcore jazz fans, “Big Bossa”
will be a throwaway tune from an
easy-listening session, but Toots appeals
to a surprisingly wide audience in
Europe, and I’m sure many American
fans will also enjoy its upbeat bounce.
There is some interesting improvisatory
interplay with tenor saxophonist

Ferdinand Povel.
“Lullaby” is a ballad
from the mid-1970’s live

sessions. Again, I
would have picked
his original “Dream

Girl,” but this is
nice enough.

Toots loves
to play Sonny Rollins’ uptempo blues in
G, “Tenor Madness,” and a live version is
included here. G blues is as close as the
chromatic gets to cross harp - check it
out, all you blues guys.

“Bye Bye Blackbird” and “Old Friend”
are from a later live gig in Holland in
1982, here accompanied only by Louis
Van Dijk on piano, whom Toots met while
working on the soundtrack to the Dutch
film Turkish Delight, which you may be
able to rent at video stores with a foreign
film section. (It’s sort of a combination of
Love Story and I Am Curious Yellow.) I
would have included his masterful
reading of “My Funny Valentine” from this
session instead of the too-slow and
slightly corny “Blackbird” (Still, this
rendition of Blackbird is not a bad one for
novice jazz improvisors to copy, as it is
fairly simple). “Old Friend” is a Toots
original, a tribute to his father based on
Schubert’s “Ave Maria.” Omitted here is
Toots’ introductory story, in Dutch,

explaining how he came up with it as an
exercise in San Francisco while he and
pianist George Shearing were studying a
harmony textbook together. (Shearing,
who is blind, had the braille version.)

Jumping forward to 1989, we get
“Quarte’s Fever,” “Footprints,” and “Sultry
Serenade.” “Quarte’s Fever” is from
bassist Pierre Michelot’s album Bass and
Bosses, on Emarcy. This is a good
album and features Toots strongly. It’s in
print now. Check it out.

“Footprints” and “Sultry Serenade”
are from Toots’ Emarcy album Footprints
(called Windmills Of Your Mind in Japan),
and are the only non-European
recordings on the album. “Sultry
Serenade” is one of those pretty guitar
miniatures Toots likes to do, but the
exciting stuff is in Miles Davis alumnus
Wayne Shorter’s “Footprints.” Toots
plays the haunting head melody on guitar
with whistling, and takes a very exciting
harp solo in the middle. The rhythm
section, with Mulgrew Miller on piano,
Rufus Reid on bass, and Louis Nash on
drums, really kicks.

Over the years, Toots has made a
lot of good records, many of them out of
print. Between this album and the
widely-available Silver Collection on
Polydor, you can piece together a good
chunk of Toots’ better recordings from
the 1970’s. (reviewed on cassette)

Ken Nordine
DEVOUT CATALYST - Grateful
Dead GDCD40152: I Love A Groove; Mr.

Slick; Inside of Is; Aging Young Rebel;

Quatrains of Thought; Spread Eagle; The

Final Page; Thousand Bing Bangs; Cracks in

the Ceiling; Ways of the Meek; The Movie . .;

Zodiac Uprising; Last Will . . .

Personnel: Ken Nordine, Tom Waits, spoken
word; Jerry Garcia, acoustic guitar; David
Grisman, mandolin; Howard Levy, keyboards,
harmonica, jaw harp, pennywhistle; Joe
Craven, percussion; Jim Kerwin, acoustic
bass.

Ken Nordine is famous for Word
Jazz, his unusual 1950’s combination of
spoken-word collages and free-form
musical backgrounds. Back then, Jack
Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, and other
members of the so-called beat
generation were doing similar
combinations, but unlike Kerouac’s
slice-of-life atmospheric pieces and
Ginsberg’s social-commentary


